LAKESHORE UNITARIAN UNIVERSALIST CONGREGATION
5065 Sherbrooke Street,
Lachine, QC. H8T 1H9
514 - 637- 6974

FEBRUARY 2020
REFLECTIONS ON THE PRINCIPLES OF UNITARIAN UNIVERSALISM
Unitarian Universalist congregations affirm and promote seven Principles, which we hold
as strong values and moral guides. As we begin a new year in 2020, we will reflect on
the principles of “acceptance of one another and encouragement to spiritual growth in our
congregation” and examine our commitment to “a free and responsible search for truth
and meaning” and “the right of conscience and the use of the democratic process within
our congregations, and in society at large”.
FEBRUARY 2ND, 2020 - 10:30 a.m.

PROTECTING MONTREAL GREEN SPACES
Lisa Mintz

Lisa Mintz founded Sauvons la falaise, whose primary
mission is to ensure protection of the St. Jacques
Escarpment Eco-territory, and connection with other existing
green spaces including the future Meadowbrook park.
She will discuss the history and biology of the falaise as well
as the intense efforts of Citizen Scientists, Birdwatchers,
Nature Lovers and Environmental activists from over 100
organizations who joined forces in a relentless drive to
convince the Mayor and City Council to protect the Falaise
and connect it with other green spaces creating a green belt for the people of Montreal.
Lisa is looking forward to creating environmental education programs in the Falaise St Jacques
once it becomes a “grand park”, as announced on June 21, 2018, though the struggle is ongoing.
Service Leader - Gary Spiller
Musician – Kerry-Anne Kutz

Hospitality – Christopher and Annie

FEBRUARY 9TH, 2020 - 10:30

DANS LA RUE IS THERE FOR HOMELESS YOUTH
Myrlande Myrand
Founded just over thirty years ago, by Father
Emmett Johns, nicknamed 'Pops,' the
organization Dans la rue holds out a helping hand
to homeless youth. Funded 95% by private
donations, Dans la rue offers an integrated
approach to the multiple needs of these youth: its
first line service - its famous food van, La
Roulotte, run entirely by
volunteers; an emergency shelter, the Bunker; its
Day Center offering various social, educative and
family services as well as 17 housing units
backed by community support.
Currently, Dans la rue has over 65 employees

and over one hundred volunteers.
Myrlande Myrand manages the staff running these various programs.
Service Leader - Irene Hausknost
Musician - Kerry-Anne Kutz

Hospitality - Susan & Jose

POT LUCK: Paul is leader with Toni, Margaret, Rob and Monique as his crew.
Please come and enjoy lunch together – and bring something tasty to share.

FEBRUARY 16th, 2020 - 10:30 a.m.

MANY NOTIONS OF GOD
Calogero Cumbo

Most religions claim an insight into ultimate reality, which they call God, but we Unitarian
Universalists, being creedless, make no such claim. Or do we? In our seventh principle, we
affirm the existence of the interdependent web of all existence, of which we are a part.
It is wonderful to welcome Calogero, from Ottawa, to our congregation. He will share his journey
through the many notions of God, and how he came to the view that, through love, this very web
is God.
** This service is part of the Canadian Unitarian Council’s “Sharing our Faith” program. A
special collection will be taken at this service to support the program.
Service Leader - Sari Kelan
Musician – Kerry-Anne Kutz

FEBRUARY 23RD, 2020 - 10:30 a.m.

Hospitality – Selina and Michael

DOES FAITH BRING REWARDS?
Michael Rooker

Michael has been studying all beliefs and religions; but wonders, “Have any of us changed in
the last few years & how would we know for sure - are we tumbleweeds forever skimming over
the desert of life OR are some of us changing and taking root at an oasis - is the reward of faith,
for example, to become slowly infused with a state of grace?”
Service Leader - Sheila Laursen
Musician – Kerry-Anne Kutz

Hospitality – Irene and Jane

MARK YOUR CALENDARS NOW!
SATURDAY MARCH 28 - 7 P.M.
Barbara Diabo, acclaimed professional dancer and choreographer, has been performing and
creating in many genres for over 25 years.
Barbara was one of only 8 dancers across North
America to be invited to perform at the Gathering of
Nations in New Mexico, the world's largest Pow
Wow in their first-ever hoop dance competition that
took place in 2015.
Barbara is currently specializing in merging
traditional First Nation’s dance with contemporary
styles.
Originally from Kahnawake, Barbara now resides in
the West Island.
Barbara Diabo will be performing at our Lakeshore
Unitarian Universalist Congregation on Saturday,
March 28, 2020, at 7:00 p.m.
There will be a $5.00 charge for this event.

Connect and Deepen - Virtual Gathering, Monthly
https://cuc.ca/events/connect-deep/
January 12 & February 9 (2nd Sunday of the month), 4:00 - 5:30 p.m. ET
Join us for the opportunity to discuss matters of spiritual and theological significance in small
groups and connect with people across the country.
Connect and Deepen meets once a month on Sunday afternoons There are many people
across Canada who find themselves geographically separated from Unitarian Universalist
meeting places. If you know of anyone in your extended congregational circle that might be
interested, please pass this information on to them. They are welcome to join this on-line
opportunity to gather with other kindred spirits in small groups to discuss matters of personal,
spiritual, theological and lifestyle significance. Of course, those who are currently members of
congregations who would welcome this opportunity for connection are also welcome to join us.

FROM OUR PRESIDENT
Replacing Erin:
Just before the Seasonal Pageant presented by the LUUC
‘under 21's’, Erin Berry, was fighting a persistent cold and
feeling generally ‘low energy’. She came to the conclusion that
she was heavily overcommitted and with regret, resigned as our
SE Coordinator..
Catherine Forbes was one of the first to hear of Erin’s decision,
as she had two daughters working to regroup the children/youth
to produce a pageant without Erin. She came forward with some
ideas about how we could organize our SE Programme. at least
through June. Final details of this arrangement await fuller
discussion at the January 23rd Board meeting, but we feel that an arrangement with Catherine
will provide a quality solution for an immediate filling of this crucial position.
May is coming soom...!
If you talk to any of our young people who have been to CUC-YouthCons, their reports on the
experience are overwhelmingly positive. Even jaded adults report enthusiasm about the impact
of these events. This coming May presents an accessible opportunity for us to whip up some
mutual enthusiasm and create a ‘caravan’ of LUUC’ers heading out this year’s CUC conference
May 15 – 17, 2020. It’s relatively close at hand in Halifax, Nova Scotia,
The theme for Conference 2020 is Making
Waves! Building on the imagery of The Ripple
Effect, the CUC’s campaign on water and its
related environmental issues, this theme
encourages and challenges UUs to make waves
that practice radical inclusion, challenge the
status quo, and push us to remain relevant into
the future.
Sending our kids off to the Youth side of things is
a excellent investment in their lives, and has
positive spill-over effects for our congregation. Spending less than ½ of .01% our endowment
($1650) could do the trick. That’s less than it earned in the month of November.
And while we are on the subject of the CUC, we have designated Sunday, February 16th as
Sharing our Faith Sunday. The Sharing Our Faith program provides funds for local initiatives
[i.e., LUUC could apply!] which enhance the Unitarian Universalist movement in Canada. We
should all be cheerleaders for this effort, encouraging and supporting it with generous [taxdeductible] donations. Find out what types of projects are being supported here:
https://cuc.ca/about-cuc/support-subsidies/sharing-our-faith/

Person-to-person Assistance: Best Way to Help Victims
As you may have seen in the news recently, the Taal Volcano erupted last Sunday, January 12,
2019 and continues to tremble to this day.
The Diaz family are now helping their friends and relatives as the town has welcomed about 600
evacuees of all ages in the past week and still counting. Although safe, these people were unable
to take anything with them during the sudden evacuation.
Lissa Matyas and the Diaz family are organizing a relief drive to help out the evacuees in this
trying time, gathering as many goods as we can to fill cargo boxes to send to those in need.
Here is the list of what we can give to the people.
- clothing for people of all ages (no winter jackets needed)
- blankets and towels
- dry foods (instant ramen noodles, pasta, canned goods, etc not expiring at least until April 2020)
- personal hygiene goods (soap, sanitary napkins, etc)
- diapers for babies
- First aid materials, masks
- Ibuprofen, cough and cold medicine

To those who are willing to give money, we also accept monetary donations to fund sending
the cargo boxes, buying medicine, and feeding sponsorship for the evacuation centers. Any
amount is greatly appreciated and can go a really long way when put together.
Lissa Matyas will collect any donations after the service on Feb 9, 2020.

WHAT IT TAKES TO BECOME A GODFATHER - Christopher Thomson
About twenty-six years ago, my good friend Heidie
asked me to be Godfather to her baby daughter
Stéphanie. Her sister Monica coming from her home in
Germany was to be the Godmother. Monica and I met
the priest just before the start of the christening. He said
to us, I have a series of question to ask you first; just
answer yes to each one of them. So off we went: I don't
remember most of them now, but one involved the
intercession of the saints. So for that moment, I did
apparently believe in the intercession of the saints.
What I understood then was that I was with pastor who cared only that I accept my charge of
Godfather with a sincere and good heart and he didn't really care about the theology that might
or might not be in my head. This was my first introduction to Father Emmett Johns. With
that philosophy of acceptance without judgment, he had founded Le Bon Dieu dans la
rue just a few years before to help street kids. On 9 February 2020, our speaker will be Myrlande
Myrand, a manger from Dans la rue, and she will bring us up-to-date on what Dans la rue offers
today, building on the legacy of Father Emmett Johns.
*****
**UPDATE ON THE COSTAL GASLINK PIPLINE CONTROVERSY**
Adam Olsen, new leader of the BC Green Party, urges new approach to pipeline conflict
Tensions have been rising in the region since Dec. 31, when the B.C. Supreme Court granted
Coastal GasLink a permanent injunction allowing the company access to the pipeline route.
Wet’suwet’en hereditary chiefs responded by evicting CGL from the area on Jan. 4
and closing the Morice forestry road, which leads to the pipeline construction site.
On Jan. 13, the RCMP created a checkpoint on the Morice road and limited access to the
area.The same day, Horgan told media the provincial government would not respond to the
Wet’suwet’en requests for a meeting.
“This project is proceeding, and the rule of law needs to prevail in B.C.,” he said.
Olsen said Horgan’s position is troubling, especially as in November the legislature unanimously
passed Bill 41, which commits the government to accept the provisions of the United Nations
Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous People. That includes recognition of the right to
participate in any decision-making through their own procedures and law.
“It’s problematic when you refer to the rule of law and Indigenous law is excluded from that,”
Olsen said. “I think it’s pretty clear that the Canadian court system has recognized Indigenous
law as part of the broader legal context in this country and in this province. We’re sitting in
territory where the court decisions reference and explain the very, very sophisticated order that
this territory has been governed by since time immemorial.”
https://thetyee.ca/News/2020/01/20/BC-Green-Crosses-RCMPCheckpoint/?utm_source=weekly&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=200120

February 15 - Erin Berry
February 19 - Michael Rooker

HBD! Hope you’re feeling better!
Have a wonderful day -- Looking forward to your talk!

CARING COMMITTEE NEWS
JOSE VAN AMERONGEN IS THE CARING PERSON FOR FEBRUARY.
REACHED AT 514-694-9842

SHE CAN BE

A Message for the Caring Committee
"At this somewhat difficult time for me I am very grateful for the support given me by the caring
committees of both the MUC and LUUC. I want you to know that your visits, phone calls and
notes have been very much appreciated. My thanks to you all."
Barbara Jackson

Congratulations to Peter and Dori
Abbott on their recent move!
Their new address is:
321 Lanthier, Apt. 209, Pointe Claire.
Their phone number and email remain the
same.

MOVIES AT THE POINTE CLAIRE LIBRARY
TONI MORRISON: THE PIECES I AM
Tuesday, February 4, 2020.
Central: 1:30 to 3:30 pm - English.
WE ARE GOLD
Thursday, February 13, 2020.
Central: 1:30 to 3:30 pm - French.
JUDY
Tuesday, February 18, 2020.
Central: 1:30 to 3:30 pm - English.
MY BROTHER'S WIFE
Thursday, February 27, 2020.
Central: 1:30 to 3:30 pm - French.

HAPPY VALENTINE’S DAY
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